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oPREFACE r
The work reported herein was performed for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administrations's Marshall Space Flight Center under contract
NAS8-33191,SupplementalAgreements2 and 3. This effort involvedthe
development of a computer program to perform Statistical Energy Analysis.
This volumeconstitutesthe final delivardbleitemunder the contract. A
card deck of the computer program was forwarded previously by MDACletter
A3-130-GWJ-1283.
Programming was accomplished by S. J. Nygaard, McDonnell Douglas Automation
Company- HuntingtonBeach.
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ISectior 1
INTRODUCTIOn!
Siqnificant hiqh frequency random vibration environments are qenerated
durinq the operation of aerospace vehicles within the atmosphere. To
achieve optimum vehicle desiqn, vibration and acoustic criteria are
developed early in the vehicle development proqram and are updated
periodically as the desiqn matures.
Hiqh frequency random vibration response prediction does not lend itself
well to classical structural dynamics and such predictions are usually
made by extrapolation from existinq data banks. This method qives
excellent results when similar structures are involved. However, as
similarity decreases and associated extrdpolations become larqe, uncer-
tainty over accuracy also increases.
The efforts of numerous investiqators (Maidanik, Lyons, et al.) have
examined a more qeneral hiqh frequency random vibration analysis
approach - the so-called Statistical Enerqy Analysis method. The SEA
method is able to accomplish hiqh frequency prediction of arbitrary
structural confiqurations and is therefore a siqnificant improvement over
extrapolation methods when little or no previous data exist. The SEA
method also represents a qreat improvement over normal mode methods for
hiqh frequency random vibration prediction because of the qreatIy reduced
computational complexity associated with the more qeneral SEA model
elements and the attendant improvement in analysis turnaround time.
SEA has been developed for complex structures by MDAC under contract to
MSFC (Ref. I and 2) over the past three years. The past year's effort
has created a qeneral SEA comDuter proqram which is described in this
D manual. The manual contains (1) a summary of SEA theory, (2) example
problems of SEA proqram application, (3) a description of the computer
proqram, and (4) a complete proqram listinq (Appendices).
1-I
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Section2
A SUMMARYOF STATISTICALENERGYANALYSISPRINCIPLES
StatisticalEnergyAnalysis(SEA)is a powerfultool for estimatingthe
highfrequencyvibrationspectraof complexsystems. The analysismethod
is basedon the estimationof the power flow betweenidealizedgross
elementsof a vibratingsystem. The method is statisticalin that
averagingassumptionsare madewith regardto distributionof energy
withinan element,distributionof resonantmodes, and the coupling
betweenelements. These assumptionsgreatlysimplifythe computational
complexityassociatedwith normalmode methods. These same assumptions
imposethe limitationthat point responsepredictionscannotbe made.
1
The assumptionson which the methodrests and their implicationscan be
quiterigorouslystatedas follows:
I. The total vibratingsystemcan be partitionedintoSEA elements
(withsuitableboundaryconditions)whose modes approximatethe
modes of the originalvibratingsystem.
2. The modes of the elementsof a systemcontainall of the vibratory
energyof the system.
3. The energy in one frequencybandof a systemelementis equally
distributedamong the modes of that elementoccurringin the
frequencyband.
4. Only modes occurringwithinthe same frequencyband are coupled.
S. For two coupledelements,all of the modes occurringin one of the
elementsin one frequencyband are equallycoupledto eachmode
occurringin the same frequencyband in the otherelement.
L 2-I
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Assumption i contains the fundamental existence basis for SEA: the con-
cept of partitionability. This concept i,npliesthat a coupled vibrating
_ system with system modes can be approximated by two or more separately
idealized vibrating elements, each with its own independent mode set.
These sets are coupled only in the sense of having power flow to and
from each set across the partition boundary (later referred to as the
"joint"). The approximation to this model exists in most structures
having reflective boundaries in the higher frequencies. For example, a
skin/stringer structure has higher order skin panel modes that are nearly
the same frequency and shape as an ideally supported panel because the
stringer is a comparatively massive boundary causing reflection of
flexural waves from the skin panel. An SEA plate element could logically
be equal to the panel area bounded by stringers or frames. Such elements
will then have to be coupled with joint elements in order to develop an
SEA model which emulates the vibratory power flow of the real structure.
Assumption 3 is the most important simplifying assumption of SEA because
it eliminates the necessity to calculate generalized modal forces and
responses. The conditions implicit in this assumption are usually ap-
O proximated by the higher orde_ modes of a structure in a reasonable
bandwidth, say I13 octave. 0he-third octave bands represent a reasonable
compromise between the necessity to get a fairly large number of modes
(>20) in the band for good statistics and the necessity to have some
frequency response resolution in the vibration prediction. The number of
modes in a unit bandwidth can be estimated for simple structural forms
(such as beams, plates, etc.) using algebraic expressions for modal den-
sity such as those given in Section 4 of this report. Estimation of
modal density in this way is a considerable simplification over normal
mode methods.
Given SEA elements with the properties described above it is now neces-
c
sary to join them to permit power flow between the modes of one element
and the modes of another. This is done with a parameter called the
_ coupling loss factor @ and leads to assumptions 4 and 5. Assumption 4
is directly linked to assumption 2 and the further assumption of a linear
process. Assumption 5 follows directly from assumption 3 as part of the
O simplification associated with a statistical rather than explicit de-
scription of modes.
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With these propertles and assumptions we can now write the SEA equation
systems as follows:
p
_21 _22 _3 " " " _j E2 S2
_31 _2 a33 • " • a3j , E3 . S3 , (1)
all ai2 mi3 " " • aM,M E1 Si
where
M is the number of SEA elements
-Ni_ij i _ j
aij" M
mnj + _ Nk_ik i _ j
k=l
Ni = number of modes resonant in element i
ni : element i loss factor
¢ij " power transfer coefficient for codpling between modes in
elements i and j
. center frequency of bandwi6th
<a=T 2>
Ei " mi T" total energy of element i, <a2> being the mean square
m acceleration
Si . external acoustic or mechanical excitation in the bandwidth of
interest .-"
Note that the matrix _ is square but not symmetric. The lack of symmetry
arises from the nature of the term -Ni_j. Using the first two rows as
an example the power balance equations are
(mnl+ _ Nk*Ik) El - NI_I2E2 - NI Z *IkEk " Sl
k.l k.3
I M M
-N2@12 + (ran2+ __ Nk_k) E2- N2 Z _IkEk- $2
k.l k.3
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Note that the "symmetric" positions o21 and o12 actually carry
the number of modes belonging to the row number only. This unsymmetric
form preserves the power flow both to and from each element.
Each equation in the matrix states the following relationship for each
element. The net power flow into element i (Si) equals the difference
between (1) the power flow dissipated within the element (_niEi) plus
the power flow lost to other elements across the joints
M
Ei [ Nk¢ik
k--1
and (2) the power flow added to element i from all other elements
M
Ni [ Ek¢ik, i # k
k:l
It must be remembered that the coupling term elk has nothing to do
with coupling modes; it only relates the fractional amount of energy
resident in the modes of element i that flows to the modes of element k.
For all but the simplest of systems even the SEA equations can be labori-
ous to evaluate by hand. The computer program described in the following
sections performs all of the computations necessary to evaluate terms and
solves the above system of equations for eIBaent energies and prints the
results as vibration PSD or RMS levels for all elements. This program
relieves the analyst of the necessity to have an extensive knowledge of
how to compute SEA parameters and permits the use of SEA model sizes that
would otherwise be intractable. The program is described in detail in
Section 2; some SEA modeling examples and correspondinq program inputs
are described in Section 3.
2-4
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Section 3
EXAMPLES OF SEA PROGRAM APPLICATIONS
An SEA computer program has been developed that performs the organization
of specific problem solutions for up to a _-element system. A number of
different el_nent and joint types are available to describe a wide vari-
ety of structural forms in terms r- an SEA model. Random acoustic or
mechanical excitation can be applied in 1/3 octave bands to any arbitrary
number of elements within a given model. The resulting equations are
then solved giving the vibration response spectrum f)r each element.
This section illustrates the use of SEA and the computer program with
specific exan_ples. The basic analysis procedure is divided into three
steps:
1. Idealization
2. Parameter Generation
3. Problem Solution
The idealization step must be performed entirely by the user as it
consists of modeling the physical structure in terms of available SEA
program elements - a conceptual process. The second step is one of
simply providing the proper data to the program which then carries out
the third step. These steps will be illustrated below with specific
examples, and the SEA program elements wlll be discussed in detail.
The idealization step is by far the most cruclal step in the process. It
is here that the art of engineering Judgement must reach a well developed
state, balancing the realities of the structural article to be analyzed
with the capabilities and assumptions implicit in the SEA process to
3-I
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\obtain a useful engineering solution. Consider the model shown in Ftgure
3-1. This ts the bastc form of all SEAmodels. It consists of elements,
denoted as boxes, which may be plates, beams, etc., and Joints denoted by
connecting lines which correspond to the phys|cal interfaces at the se-
lected partitions.
The model shows the articles included in each SEAelement and the con-
nection relationships between or amongthe elements. To gain a better
understanding of what these elements and connections are it is helpful to
now explainIn detailthe varioustypes availablein the computerprogram.
Each of the elementsis made up of one or more sub-elements,the firstof
which is the main sub-element.The sub-elementsystemprovidesa conve-
nientway to computeand includethe modal densityand mass propertiesof
individualstructuralpiecesthatmake up the elementon a piece-by-plece
basis. However,the sub-elementwith the most importantpropertybeing
nodelledin that SEA elementshouldalwaysbe the firstor main sub-
element. The jointpropertiesmust also be consistentwith this
sub-elementas it is the only one that can be coupledto other SEA main
elements. An exampleis given by elementl of the model. This element
has structureelementsexposedto an acousticfield and those that are
not. The most importantpropertyis the receptionof acousticexcitation
and transmissionof vibrationthroughits boundariesto other main
elements. That portionmust thereforebe sub-elementI.
z
It is often the case that structuresare made of differentmaterials;
thisconditionis taken intoaccountwhen the programsets up the so-
lution. The programautomaticallyrec_utes properties(thickness, "
density,etc.) to match the elasticmodulusof elementl, sub-elementI.
Furthermore,only sub-elementl of eachelementca, receiveacoustic
excitation;the otherscontributeonly to the modal densityand to the
elementmass. Sub-element1 will alwaysbe used for the structure i
element that is the main piece of the given SEAelement because all other L
. properties except massand modal density will be those of this sub-
element.
( The types of sub-elements available are beams, plates, cylinders, ,nem-
brane, and reverberant room. In general, beams, plates and cylinders can
$
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be freely mixed in describinq a structure. The membranesub-element
should only be used as an ancillary sub-element (i.e., sub-element number
> 1). The room sub-elementrequiresspecialtreatmentin thatthe loss
factormust be developedfrom the reverberationtime (n . 2.2/fT60)and
the answersmust be convertedfrom qz to pressure2 usinqenerqy
densityrelationshic_. The room sub-elementmust alwaysbe the only
sub-elementin thatparticularelement.
Given theseSEA elements,joint propertiesmust now be developedto
describethe _owerflow from the modesof one elementto another.
The proqramqivesthe user a choiceof four types: (1) plateto plate,
(2) beam to plate,(3) tJltedjoint,and (4) p_ate to acoustic. Each
joint has two ends for accountinqpurposesand the word order usedde-
scribesthe A and B ends respectively.For example,in joint (2) the
beam is alwaysat the A end and plate is alwaysat the B end. The joint
lossfactorsare from the literature(citedin References1 and 2) except
fG- the boltedjoint. This joint is a plate-to-platejointwith an addi-
tionalir_sertionlossto accountfor internallossesin the joipt due to
fastenereffects. The insertionloss is a load sheet inputwhich
providesto the user a more qeneralpurposealternativeto joints(1) and
(2). Valuesof the inertionlossparameterfor variousfastener
arranqementsare not well defined,however,and must be the topicof
continuinqresearch. In the case of the MaterialsExperimentAssembly
(MEA)analyzeddurinqthe lastphaseof this study,the empirically
determinedinsertionlossfactorwas approximatelylO for each bolted
joint.
With the basicsoF the proqramnow qiven,two exampleswill be shownas a
quidefor proqramuse. The firstexamplewill be a seqmentof skin
strinqerstructureexposedto an acousticfieldwith an equipmentpanel
on the oppositeside. The secondexamplewill be a simplifiedMEA
analycis.
The firstcase can be idealizedwith two SEA elementsas shown in Fiqure
3-2. The relevantparametersare shown in the followinqtable:
3-4
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Skin Thickness .040"
Segment Dimensions 18" x 72"
Stringer Spacing lO" O.C.
Stringer Dimensions l-ll2" high x I" wide with 314 •
Internal Frames flanges,.063 thick (full hat section)
Panel 400 inz of .063 thick aluminum
l" honeycomb with .020 face sheets
17 x 30 with 16 Ib of small equip-
ment items mounted on its surface.
Panel riveted to frames at four
places (U-shaped channels) .063"
thick x I-I12" high
The SEA element I shown in Figure 3-2 will consist of all structural
elements in the table except the panel and its mounted equipment which is
SEA element 2. From this information an elementary SEA analysis can be
made. The load sheet entries are determined as follows and are shown in
Figures 3-3 through 3-10 in the proper sequence.
Element 1 Element 2|i Ski]
a--ndS-_-tringers'l MountedEquipmentPanel,
llnterna I FramesI
Com o nts
Figure 3-2. Two-Element SEA Model Example
Figure 3-3 shows the header card which basically describes the problem as
consisting of two elements and eleven I/3 octave bands from 250 to 2500
Hz and that the output will be a vibration PSD. Figure 3-4 describes
element l as consisting of two sub-element_, the first of which is ex-
posed to acoustic excitation, and describes the damping vs. frequency
curve. Figure 3-5 shows the I/3 octave sound pressure levels; Figures
, 3-6 and 3-7 describe the sub-element properties in detail.
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Sub-element 1 consists of the skin and stringer elements. The skin is
used as the principal property because it is the major element being
: excited by the acoustic field. The stringers are added as a smeared mass
because their internal resonant frequencies are very high and therefore
would be expected only to load the skin in the frequency range of in-
terest. Sub-element 2 (Figure 3-7) represents the properties of the
internal frames and channels which mount the panel.
Figures 3-6 and 3-9 show the loadsheets for the inside equipment panel.
Figure 3-8 defines the panel as Element 2, with one sub-element and con-
stant damping vs. frequency. Figure 3-9 has the panel properties which
have been equivalenced to an isotropic plate because the panel is a
composite structure. Note that both the thickness and the density have
been changed to be consistent. Any other equivalence could also be used,
e.g. leave the thickness = l.O and the density and Young's modulus will
be recalculated using
T .LeiTi = Peff
1
12E(l-Yz) ! liand
_eTT " bt _
There is no requirement that sub-elements be uf similar materials, but
a11 plate, beam and cylinder sub-element properties must always be iso-
tropic equivalents.
The weight of the components is treated as a non-structural mass. If
half or more of the panel area were covered with these components, the F
should be changed to a T as shown on the sheet to account for the reduc-
tion of modal density associated with stiffening of the panel by the
components as reported in Reference 2.
Figure 3-10 describes the Joint properties between the skin and the
plate. Note that an added insertion loss factor of 2 is used to account
for rivet effects.
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These data are thenassembledas a filewhich the programreads as an
input.
The correspondingprogramoutputis shown in Figure3-11 and consistsof
a labeledlistof the inputdata, a displayof the elementmodal densi-
ties,and a tableof vibrationresponses. The adequacyof the SEA model
with regardto assumptions4 and 5 can be checkedusing the modal density
tablesof the figure. For example,elementl containsmore than 20 modes
per I/3octaveover the entireanalysisrange,whereaselement2 has far
fewer. Since frequency response will be smoother with more modesper
band, it is expected that the panel prediction wtll be poorer than the
skin predictions. Specifically, the actual panel response may have some
peaks which exceed the SEAprediction.
The SEA responsepredictionis shown in Table 3-i. The levelsfor ele-
ment l are high comparedto the criteriapublishedin Reference3, but
one must rememberthat thisestimateincludesa space a_rage over the
skin. The stringerand frame vibrationlevelswhich are inputsto the
panel are a factorof -I00 less.
Simplechangescan be made to improvethe prediction. For example,an
internalacousticfield can be put on the panel by alsoplaclnqan A in
card column5 of Figure3-8 and enteringthe appropriatetable immedi-
ately after,as shown in Figure3-12. The resultsof thismodification
are shown in Table3-2. As can be seen,the panelvibrationincreases
considerablyand criticalfrequencybehavioris evidentaround625 Hz.
It shouldbe noted that SEA often overpredictsin the criticalfrequency
region. This simpleexampleillustrates ome of the possibilitiesof SEA
with the helpof this computerprogram.
A more extensiveexampleis thatof the MEA done In the previousphase.
The inputfor thls slx-elementmodel (Fig.3-I) Is extensiveand much too
elaborateto be explainedIn detailhere, but the breakdownof the sub-
elementsused is given In Table3-3. The input listingIs given In
AppendixIll and the output Is shown In Table 3-4.
A mechanicalvibrationinputmay alsobe appliedIf the known vibration
level is includedas an additlonalelement. Load sheet2 card column5
3-15
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STATISTICAL E_I-"_GY AN_.YSIS OF COMPLEK ,_TRUCTURE3
RECORD
_tUNBER DATA _-_-AO FROq UNIT 3
04lIP 'm O aD ,I, O ,m Im _qmp. _, a, _m
1 NUNRER _F ELEMFNTS = 2
NUMBER )F A_I_LYSIS "REQdENCIES : 11
FIRST ANALYSIS "RE_UENCY -- 2,5JOOOE*02
TYPE OF UNITS =
TYPE OF OUTPUT : PSO
2 ELF.MENT NUMBE=_ : 1
NUWU£R OF SUUmELEME_I'$ : 2
TyPE OF EXCITATION = A
TYPE OF NECHANI,,AL INPUT =
DAMPING = l. OOOOOE-01
SLOPE : -I,O0000E*O0
STARTING FREgUE_ICY = 2,50000E'o'02
$OUNO PRESSUR:- LEVELS
3 1,41000E*_2 1, _f 5OOE.o.g2 1, 4bOOOE ¤„ 1,4=O00E.a.02
1,49500E*02 1,5_000E*02 1,50000E*02 1,50000E*02
4 1,50000E*02 1,5]000E ˆ_,
O. O, O. O°
SUB-ELEMENT NUMBER = 1
TypE" Or SS_-ELEMENr = P
DENSITY = 2,61100E-04
N_DULUC; O: ELASTICITY : l. O0000E*OT
THICKNESS = 4,,30 O]OE-02
AqEA - 1,2)600E* 03
POISSON$ RAT[O= 3,30000E-01
LENGTH = 0,
PRESSURE = O°
6 STIFFNESS _ED_CTIOW REQUIREO = F
RADIUS = 0 •
VOLUME = O.
SPEED OF SOUND IN 1;JOM MEDIUM = 1,34000E*04
AS_)ED wAS_ = LoSO_OOE-02
7 SUB-ELEMENT NUMBER = 2
TIfPE nF SUB-ELEMENt -- P
DENSITY " 2.61100:'-04
MODULUS 0 = ELASTICITY = 1.30000E.07
Td I CKNES$ : 6, 30000E-02
A:tEA : 5. _)'_300E* 02
P3ISSONS RATIO = ].30OOOE-O[
LENGTH : 0 •
PRESSURE : O.
STIFFNESS _'_-DJCTIO_ REgUI;tEO = F
RADIUS : 0,,,,
VOLUME : _Jo
SPEEO 3F SOUND IN :rOOM N[DIUW : O.
ADOED qASS : O.
(Continued)
Figure3-II. Two-Ele_ntSEA ProgramOutput- ExternalAcousticExcitation
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Q ELEMENT NUHB[R : 2
NUMBER OF SUB-ELrME_TS : 1
TYPE OF EXCITATTON :
TYPE _)F _ECItAN][:AL Z,_PU_ =
DAqPZNG = 5. O0000E-02
SLOPE = O.
STARTING FRECUENCY = O.
10 SJB-ELENE".T ._UqBER = 1
TYPE OF SJB-rLENEN" = P
O-_"NS[ TY = 3.4 _ O0 0-_'-05
N_DULUS OF ELASTZC[TY = L.GSOOUE.P7
T_[CKMESS = _.00 O_O[-OL
AqEA = 5.20000F* 02
POISSON$ RItTT3 - $.30000E-02
LENGTH = Oo
PRE3SURE - 0-
11 ST[FFNESS :_EDUCTZO_ PEGUZRLO = F
RADIUS = O°
¥OLUNE = O.
SPEED OF SOUND !N :t_)OM MEDZUN = O.
ADaED NASS = 4.15000E-02
CENTEQ NODAL DE'¢SITY- ,qODE$1(RADI3EC)
FREO(HZ) _'LENE_;T 1 _,.g MENT 2
250.00 5.3h653E-3 2 _. 2E,'t2_ (-O't
312.50 5. 36653E-02 3.2b_ 29F.,04
400.00 5.3_653E-32 4 .).6429E-04
500°00 5.3_653[-02 _ • 2642?E-04
625. O0 5.3_. 653E-02 _ .25429E-04
1_.7.50 5,3_c653E-02 6.26423E-94
1000.00 5..5_653E-02 S .2642_)C-04
1250.00 5.3P653E-O? 9. 2542C)E-04
1575.00 5.3_G53E-02 q .?b42qE-04
2000.00 5.3_653E-02 _. ?6427E-Oq
2500.00 5. 38653E-02 q. 26423[-04
q£CORO
MUMBE;_ DATA _[A3 FROM Uq[T 3
12 FIR$_ ELF.NE_IT : |
SEC3MD ELLMENT = 2
TYPE OF JOINT : ;IJ
Nt,NBER OF' SIOES = 0
JOINT LE._IGTH = 3.&0000--*01
THICKNES'_ OF FZ_$T ELP,.PI:._T = 4.0000tJE-02
THICKNESS OF S[C3NO _LEqENT = 3.00000E*01
ACOUSTIC SPAthE OENS[TY : O.
BEAM L[N6TH : O.
|NSLRTZON LOSS FACTO;( = 2.00010[*00
Ftgure 3-11 (Continued)
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(Table 3-I
; TWO-ELEMENTSEA VIBRATIONPREDICTION
EXTERNALACOUSTICEXCITATION
Center PSD Levels (G2/Hz)Frequency :,
{Hz) Elem_nt1 Element2 !
250.0 4.90675E+0l 3.38593E-01
312.5 3.59925E+01 2.37220E-01
400.0 ?.53599E+01 1.58301E-01
500.0 2.11177E+Ol 1.25095E-01
625.0 1.58027E+01 8.85583E-02
787.5 1.17827E+01 6.21389E-02
lO_O.O 7.83661E+01 3.86783E-02
1250.0 5.44536E+00 2.51832E-02
1575.0 3.81675E+00 1.64492E-02
2000.0 2.72180E+00 1.08695E-02
2500.0 2.05294E+00 7.61286E-03
3-18
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for that element would contain an M and the vibration spectrum descrip-
tion would follow. The only restriction is that this element may not
also have an acoustic input as it will be eliminated in the solution
because the energy level is already known.
The possible permutations and combinations of elements, sub-ele,mnts, and
other factors which this computer program can create go far beyond the
ability to document in this report. These few examples give some insight
inte the processes involved in the performance of SEA using this program.
Although determination of some of the parameters such as damping and
insertion loss is still a difficult and often obscure process which
requires substantial future improvement, this computer program provides a
significant step toward streamlining and simplifying SEA for the analyst.
3-19
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Table 3-2
TWO-ELEMENTSEA VIBRATIONPREDICTION
EXTERNALAND INTERNALACOUSTICEXCITATION
Center PSD Levels (G2/Hz)Frequency
(HzI Element1 Element2
250.0 4.96984E+01 9.69548E-01
312.5 3.67160E+01 1.04475E+00
400.0 2.62012E+01 1.21999E+00
500.0 2.26604E+01 2.29959E+00
625.0 2.05716E+01 7.59740E+00
787.5 1.40047E+01 3.98634E+00
lO00.O 8.75443E+00 1.86390E+00
1250.0 5.75084E+00 7.03965E-01
1575.0 3.94377E+00 3.33085E-01
2000.0 2.76144E+00 1.22]84E-01
2500.0 2.06547E+00 4.69292E-02
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Table 3-3
SUB-ELEMENTBREAKDOWNFOR MEA TEST CASE
ELEMENTl ELEMENT2
Sub-element Sub-element
1 ThermalPanels l Power DistributionPanel
2 OrbiterInterfacePanels 2 1
3 3 I Power DistributionBox4 4
5 SupportStructure
6 ELEMENT3
7 Sub-element
8 } Radiator l }
g 2 Data AcquisitionCold
3 Plate
II Interface_upportStructure
12 ELEMENT4
13 SignalDistributorPanel Sub-element
14 I 1 SolenoidPanel
15 I SignalDistributionBox6 ELEMENT5
17 } Sub-elemint
18 SupportBrace Assembly 1
19 and Gusset 2 BatteryCold Plate
20 PressureSensorand Voltage 3
RegulatorPanels
ELEMENT6
Sub-element
l _ ExperimentMounting
2 _ Plates
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Table 3-4
SEA COMPUTERPROGRAMOUTPUT
FOR MEA/ACOUSTICEXCITATIONCASE
CENTER PSD LEVELS (G'mt'2fHZ)
FREQIHZ) ELEMENT I ELERI:.WT 2 ELCI_ENT 3 ELE'4ENT
31. -_0 1.3111 1E4.0I 6._ 0344;_.- 02. 1.23FOLE-02 1. T4] :J5F..-O 2
3_o39 1.59_3_E,,01 5._3T23--02 I.I&254E-02 1.033_6E-02
50,_ 40 1_, 353"32Eo_ 1 5.0 1950E-02 1. 035_dI_-02 b.OO6_aE-02
_3.00 1. 318 34E*01 4,,5B 005E-02 9.15_9_E-_3 5.43442E-02
?P.75 1.40 _.__E |4.1_22,:._- 02 9. 200,47E-03 4.90858E-02
"_.25 i,.. 4114 4E*O 1 3.14B, 6]. "-- 02 8. =-.3_4QE-03 4.33-J 13E-02
126,_ OG 1,, 39a.1' 3E _'01 3.30110E-02 1,, 1_522E-03 3.75&35E-02
157.50 1. 131@OE+_}l 2,,404 llF'-02 5._7560E-03 2.6e59_'E-02
198.45 1-02517E-UI 1._ 520_F.-02 4.89._3E-03 2.11104E-02
252. O0 1. 250BOE*O0 i..221S3:'-02 3.20d163E-03 1. 30501E-02
315. O0 _,073043E  „ _J.516 2"_E- O.t 20 I_I@_E-O_ 9. 295JI.SE- 03
3_3. I5 3.10 O_].E ˆ 6.O_,B_OE-03 ],. ;1=_21E-03 6.&5'1, 39E- 03
504.0_ JL.95 l'l 1E_,O0 _.13B8_E-03 1°C1101E-0_ 4.623_1E-03
o30.00 B. 21L]LO3E-O JL 1o] 6_ 11---03 _. 46 15_E-O_ 2.11,_22E-_}3
7@7.50 3.41_51E-01 8.51231F-04 l. _8 ?90E-O_i 9. 14010E-0_
=92.25 9., 28257E-02 2. _6_;'-0_ 5,,£9 C5_E-05 2.,33312E-04
1260.00 _°9&000_-02 1._1506E-0_ 3, 15_27E-05 1.652T_E-O_
1575.00 2. TT_&OE-02 _,5131_'-05 1, _SE_¢.E-05 1,. 002 _E- O_
I-_P.4°50 1.2_86_E-02 _.1307_--05 8,elOS_E-O_ _,i_ _1E-05
2520°00 5. ?_855E-0 _ 2.0_._31L-05 _, 28_91E-06 2,45336E- 05
5150._C 2. _2 04,_E-_3 1.0_2_:'-05 2. :.1_22E-06 .I..30051E-05
3931.50 1._8151E-03 6.1230_--0b ].,_2_91E-06 7.31309E-06
50_0,00 P.. 458 35E- O* 5,111_9E-06 1, _d (86E-O1 _,5&355E-06
CENTER _SJ LEVEL,._ (G,_.2/HZI
FRI-QtHZ_ ELEMENT .5 E.E4EWI" o
31,50 3, eO95_E-05 _,5_94_E-05
3_., 3B 3.555_1E-0 _ B,B81;2E-05
5C.40 5. 13652E-0_ T.90207Z-05
63.00 2,92 661E-03 1, 2_503--03
7._, 75 2, _1 flOE-03 6,_2258E-03
.c_ • 2,.,x 2.4,T_60E-03 6.11110£-03
126.00 2.21901E-0_ 5._6337_- 03
151.50 Lo 63920E-03 _o0275_--03
19E°_5 1.33_,2E-03 3.212 3_g- 0.}
252,00 8. 53122E-0_ 2.08991_-05
515.00 5°9_T?_E-O_ 1._5169£-03
393.75 _= 16 159E-0_ lo02111E'-03
50'_, O0 2,_2109E-0_ 6,95161E-0_
_7.50 5.69_1 _E-05 1._029_E-0_
_92,,25 1,, 62123E-05 _00061"-05
1260,_0 9,25551E-06 2,28779E-05
1575.00 5, 5O3_IE-O& 1,56259E-05
19_.50 2. 63620E-06 6._3_9E-06 ',
2520900 1.29 32_E-O& 3_ 21_ 05"_',,.Ob
3150,,00 6,, 12 i12E-07 1.67509[-06 _,
3937.50 3. T_2_2E-O I 9.33_bOE-OT
5C_lO°O0 2, 26942E-0 1 5,6755_E-01
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Section4
SEA COMPUTERPROGRAMDESCRIPTIONAND USAGE
This sectiondescribesthe computercode and the input requirementsfor
problemsolutions.
The programwas writtenin ASCII FortranV for the MS_C UNIVAC1108with
the EXECSoperatingsystemresidentin the computer. The programis
designedto be run in the demand/interactivemode using the systemeditor
to assembleand sequencethe loadsheet information.
The SEA computercode uses a main programwhose functionis essentially
to call the varioussubroutinesin the correctorder. Firstcalledare
two subroutines,EPROP and JINPUT,which read user-suppliedata. Then
for each analysisfrequency,threeother subroutines(JPROP,EXCITE,and
ANSWER)are calledto performthe variouscalculations.The subroutine
ANSWERcalls the UNIVAClibrarysubroutineGASSEMfrom SYS $*MATHSTAT$.
Finally,subroutineRITER is calledto printthe solution. The complete
programlistingis given in AppendixI and the programflowchartsare
given in AppendixII.
4.1 SUBROUTINEDESCRIPTION
SubroutineEPROPreads user-supplledata givingelementand sub-element
propertiesand calls one of five subroutines(BEAM,MEMBR,PlaTE,ROOM,
or CYLIN)to calculateelementmodal densities. See AppendixI for the
listof variablesreadby EPROP. EPROPfirst reads a recordgivingthe
numberof elements,numberof analysisfrequencies,the firstfrequency,
and the typeof units (metricor English). EPROPchecksthat the number
of elementsand analysisfrequenciesis within the bnundsallowedby the
program,sincememory is reservedwith maximumvalues in mind. Then EPROP
createsa tableof analysisfrequenciesby multiplyingeach elementof a
4-I
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!predefinedI/3 octavetable by the first frequency. The predefinedtable
consistsof a seriesof frequencies,eachof which is approximately
one-thirdoctavehigherthanthe precedingone, and the firstone of
which is equalto I. EPROP then readselementproperties. If the type
of excitationindicatedon this read operationis acoustic,EPROP then
reads a listof soundpressurelevelsfor each analysisfrequencyfor
this element. Next, sub-elementpropertiesare read. Includedin sub-
elementpropertiesis the type of sub-element.Dependingon whetherthis
is a beam,membrane,plate,room or cylinder,EPROP callsthe appropriate
subroutineto calculatethe modal density.
SubroutinesBEAM,MEMBR,PLATE,ROOM and CYLIN calculatethe modal
densityfor a sub-elementwhich is a beam,membrane,plate,room or
cylinder,respectively.First,the part of the equationwhich is not
frequencydependentis calculated. If stiffnessreductionhas been
indicated,thispartialvalue is multipliedby I/ 2. Then for each
analysisfrequency,the rest of the modal densityequationis computed
and the resultsummedto elementmodal density. The sub-elementmass is
summedto the elementmass. If this is the first sub-elementfor the
given element,it is assumedto be the main sub-elementand element
propertiesotherthan mass are set equal to the propertiesof this sub-
element. The followingequationsare used to calculatemodal densities:
Membrane: n(w) A_pt
" TS-
A[ Eta _'lhPlate: n(_) = _12p--_-y"_
Vco2
Room: n(_), _T_-
Cylindricalshell:
A/ Et2 )-,h4"_I2p(1-Yzj if _r/p\l/z' IEl > 1
=
t
A__/ Et 2 If <
_l2p(l.y_))'V2(_r(EE)V2 % or(_)V, I4_
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FORTRAN Name Description
n N Modal Density
L L Length
OMEGA 2_ Times the Frequency
E E Modulus of Elasticity
t T Thickness
o RHO Density
A A Area
S S Pressure
y GAMMA Poisson's Ratio
V V Volume t
c C Speed of Sound i
Subroutine JINPUT reads joint properties supplied by the user. See
Appendix I for a list of the variables read by JINPUT. JINPUT checks
that element numbers are within range (i.e., less than or equal to the
numher of elements in the system) and that no pair of element numbers is
input more than once. JINPUT keeps a running total of the number of I5
pairs input and continues reading until the end of file is encountered.
JINPUT checks to see that at least one pair of elements was read.
Subroutine JPROP calculates coupling coefficients based on the data read
by JINPUT, using one of the following equations, dependinq on the type of
joint as read by JINPUT:
Plate to plate at right angles:
1.07L / ,. El ')V2
,,,.AT2 T
A = n12t_ 12pz(l-v=) i
i
2_ t2 !if tI - _
Tmm
tz
if tI < F
Beam to plate (cantilevered):
2_fb
$12 = _
Plate to acoustic space:
¢, = (4.33_c_ (__2._f_o'V, ) )PA
4-3
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yBolted or riveted joints:
I) Calculate PHI as if for a p]ate-to-plate rigid joint.
2) Reduce PHI by insertion loss factor.
S__ymbol fORTRAN Name Description
¢ PHI Cc'J_lingCoefficient
L JL Jo1_t Length
N MODES Numbe,_ of Modes in Bandwidth
OMEGA 2_ Time_ the Frequency
t T Thickness
E EE Modulus of Z1asticity
DENSE Density
y EGAMMA Poisse:,'sRatio
TAU Thi:Kness Ratio
n N Vodal Density
f FREQ Frequency
b BW Beam Width
c EC Speed of Sound in Room Medium
V VOL Volume
NS Number of Sides
SIGMA Radiation Efficiency
OA ASD Acoustic Space Density
Function SIGF returns a value for th_ radiation efficiency of a panel. A
single argument, X, is passed to SIGF. The value of X is the ratio of
the analysis frequency to the critical frequency. An internal table of
16 values of the log of the radiation efficiency for 0 < X < 4 is main-
tained. The first value, O, is the value of X for which SIGF is a
minimum. When X • O, SIGF , -1.8. Each subsequent value of the internal
table is the value of X for which SIGF increases by 0.2 over the previous
value. The 13th value in the table is I. Sinc6 this is the 12th value
after the l_t, SIGF = 12 * 0.2 + (-1.8) - 0.6 when X , i. This is the
maximum value of SIGF. SIGF = 0 for X = 4, the final value of the table.
The value of SIGF is calculated by finding the least value of the table
that is greater than X. This value and the precedinq one give two values
of SIGF that differ by 0.?. Linear interpolation is then used to find
the actual value of SIGF.
Subroutine EXCITE calculates acoustic and mechanical energy inputs for
the elements of the system. These values are initially set to O. Then
' for each element, the acoustic or mechanical energy input is calculated
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accordingto the followingpquatlons,dependingon the type of excitation
as read by EPROP:
.66, 2CZAz<____aNAcoustic: S =
<62> = IoSPL/10(8.41 x 10" 8)
Mechanical in grins: E = _-_ g.2msg2[o
Mechanical in PSDLevels: E = _PSD g Z f__4.33
FORTRANName Description
S S AcousticEnergyInput
c EC Speed of Sound in Room Medium
A A SurfaceArea Exposedto Sound Field
a SIGMA Radiation Efficiency
N MODES Numberof Modes in Bandwidth
OMEGA 2w Times the Frequency
m MSUB Mass
SPL SPL SoundPressureLevel
E E Elel,lentEnergyLevel
grms MECH MechanicalInput
g G GravitationalConstant
PSD MECH MechanicalInput
f FREQ Frequency
SubroutineANSWERsolvesthe SEA systemof equationsfor elementenergy
levels. First,elementdampingis determined. If the dampingis con-
stant,it is equal to the value read by EPROP. Otherwisethe following
equationis used:
FORTRANName Description
n? ETA2 ElementDamping
nf ETA ConstantLevel of Dambing
fs SFREQ Start Frequency
s SLOPE Slope t
Next, the elementsof the alphamatrixof equationI, SectionI, are
calculated.
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If there are any elements for which the energy levels (the E matrix) are
already known, these are eliminated from the equation as shownby the
following example: Supposethe system has six elements and the second
and fifth have knownenergy levels. Then the equation becomes:
13461/E1}fslE2sEs/%1 %3 o34 %6 E3 $3 %2E2 °35E5C_l °43 044 c_6 E4 = $4 c_2E2 %5E5o61 °6 o64 066 E6 S6 o62 Z o65E5
Since (forexample)SI . o11EI + o_2E2 + o13E3 + o14E4 + olsE5 + o16E6, it can
be seen that thishas the same solutionas the originalequation. ANSWER
recalculatesthe valuesof the S matrixand calls SOLVEto eliminatethe
unnecessary,ows and columnsfrom the matricesand find the solution.
The solutionis then usedto calculatethe averageaccelerationwith the
formula
2
<_> - E "----
n]
FORTRANName Description
<_> ABAR AverageAcceleration
E E ElementEnergyLevels
OMEGA 2w Times the Frequency
m MASS Mass
SubroutineSOLVE solvesthe SEA systemof equations. It copiesthe alpha
and S matricesto new matrices,leavingout those rows and columnswhich
were to be eliminated. It then calls MATHSTATlibrarysubroutineGASSEM
to solvethe equation. SOLVE thenputs the solutionin the element
energyarrayE, and subroutineRITER printsthe solution.
4.2 PROGRAMUSAGE
4.2.1 Deck Setup and Sequence
At pre_ent,the sourceprogramresideson elementC of flle $I, so that
it is necessaryto co_}lleand collectit beforeexecution. The program
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reads the SEA loadsheetdata on logicalunit 3, which must be createdby
t the userwith the texteditoror data processor,using the Q optionso
thatfile 3 is in ASCIIcode. The followingsequenceof controlstate-
ments illustratesthe creationof file 3 and the excecutlonof the
program:
@RUN ...
@ASG,C3.
@ED,IQ 3.
Statementscreatingfile 3
EXIT
@ASG,ASl
@FTN,NSI.C,REL
@MAP,INSYM,ABS
LIB SYS$*MATHSTAT$.
LIB SYS$*MSFC$.
LIB SYS$*MSFC$.
END
@XQTABS
@FIN
4.2.2 Input - Drum/Disk
The only inputfor the programis on logicalunit 3, which containsthe
u_r'- data. This fileconsistsof the followingfive types of records:
I. Initialinformationused to processthe other records.
2. Elementproperties.
3. Soundpressurelevelsor mechanicalinputs.
4. Sub-elementproperties.
5. Joint properties.
The arrangementof theserecordsand their dataelementsis shown on the
followingfive loadsheetpages (Figures4-I through4-5).
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4.2.3 Output - Printout
The output consists of a list of input parameters, calculated modal den-
sities, and calculated PSD levels (or Grms), if this was specified on
input by the user) for each element for each analysis frequency, arranged
in five columns below a heading. The first column is the frequencies,
the other four columns list the PSD levels for elements 1 to 4. This is
followed by five more columns below a new heading and containing the fre-
Quencies and PSD levels for elements 5 to 8. This is repeated until all
the elements have been listed.
4.2.4 Program Diagnostic Messaqes
The program can produce the error messages listed below. Suggestions for
their cause and correction are also given. Lower case x's indicate val-
ues (usually, but not always, integers) that depend on the particular
error.
*** ERROR *_* THE INPUT FILE IS EMPTY. THE END OF FILE WAS
ENCOUNTERED WHILE TRYING TO READ THE FIRST INPUT RECORD. THIS
ERROR WAS DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE EPROP.
*** ERROR *** WHILE TRYING TO READ ELEMENT PROPERTIES, THE END OF
FILE WAS ENCOUNTERED BEFORE INPUT RECORD xxxx. THIS ERROR WAS
DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE EPROP.
*** ERROR *** WHILE TRYING TO READ SUB-ELEMENT PROPERTIES, THE END
OF FILE WAS ENCOUNTERED BEFORE INPUT RECORD xxxx. THIS ERROR WAS
DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE EPROP.
*** ERROR *** WHILE TRYING TO READ SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS, THE END
OF FILE WAS ENCOUNTERED BEFORE INPUT RECORD xxxx. THIS ERROR WAS
DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE EPROP.
*** ERROR *** WHILE IRYING TO READ MECHANICAL INPUTS, THE END OF
FILE WAS ENCOUNTERED BEFORE INPUT RECORD x×xx. THIS ERROR WAS
DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE EPROP.
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*** ERROR *** THE END OF FILE WAS REACHED BEFORE ANY INFORMATION
ABOUT JOINT PROPERTIES WAS READ. THIS ERROR WAS DISCOVFREC BY
SUBROUTINE JINPUT.
These errors are the result of an incomplete data file. The data file
cannot end before joint properties for _t least one pair of elements are
read. The message indicates what kind of data the program was looking
for when the end of file was encountered.
*** ERROR *** A FORTRAN ERROR OCCURRED WHILE TRYING TO READ
ELEMENT PROPERTIES ON INPUT RECORD xxxx. THIS ERROR WAS DISCOVERED
BY SUBROUTINE EPROP.
*** ERROR *** A FORTRAN ERROR OCCURRED WHILE TRYING TO READ i
SUB-ELEMENT PROPERTIES ON INPUT RECORES xxxx AND xxxx. THIS ERROR
WAS DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE EPROP.
*** ERROR *** A FORTRAN ERROR OCCURRED WHILE TRYING TO READ THE
FIRST INPUT RECORD. THIS ERROR WAS DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE EPROP.
*** ERROR *** A FORTRAN ERROR OCCURRED WHILE TRYING TO READ SOUND
PRESSURE LEVELS ON OR BEFORE INPUT RECORD ×xxx. THIS ERROR WAS
OISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE EPROP.
*** ERROR *** A FORTRAN ERROR OCCURRED WHILE TRYING TO READ
MECHANICAL INPUTS ON OR BEFORE INPUT RECORD xxxx. THIS ERROR WAS
DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE EPROP.
*** ERROR *** WHILE ATTEMPTING TO READ JOINT PROPERTIES, A FORTRAN
ERROR OCCURRED ON INPUT RECORD xxxx. THIS ERROR WAS DISCOVERED BY
SUBROUTINE JINPUT.
A FORTRAN error is usually the result of invalid characters appearing in
a data field; for example, alphabetic characters appearing where the
program expects to read an integer. This is likely to occur if data
RECORDS are missing or out of order; for example, if an element proper-
ties record says there are four sub-elements for that element, but records
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for only three sub-elements are present. A FORTRAN error on the first
record may indicate that the data file was not given the name 3. If the
external file name is not 3, the internal file name should be made 3 by
USE statement.
*** ERROR *** THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS WAS GIVEN AS xx. IT MUST BE
BETWEEN 2 AND 20 INCLUSIVE. THIS ERROR WAS DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE
EPROP.
*** ERROR *** THE NUMBER OF ANALYSIS FREQUENCIES WAS GIVEN AS xx.
IT MUST BE BETWEEN i AND 40 INCLUSIVE. THIS ERROR WAS DISCOVERED
BY SUBROUTINE EPROP.
*** ERROR *** THE TYPE OF MECHANICAL INPUT GIVEN FOR ELEMENT xx ON
INPUT RECORD xxxx IS xxx. THIS IS NOT A VALID TYPE. THE TYPE MUST
BE RMS OR PSD. THIS ERROR WAS DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE EPROP.
*** ERROR *** TYPE _ x ON INPUT RECORD xxxx IS AN INVALID TYPE.
TYPE MUST BE B, M, P, C, OR R. THIS ERROR WAS DISCOVERED BY
SUBROUTINE EPROP.
*** ERROR *** THE TYPE OF JOINT GIVEN FOR ELEMENT PAIR xx AND xx
ON INPUT RECORD xxxx IS xx. THIS IS NOT A VALID TYPE. THE TYPE
MUST BE PP, BP, BJ, OR PA. THIS ERROR WAS DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE
JPROP.
*** ERROR *** THE DETERMINANT OF THE SEA EQUATION MATRIX IS O.
HENCE THERE IS NO SOLUTION. THIS ERROR WILL CAUSE THE PROGRAM TO
ABORT. THIS ERROR WAS DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE SOLVE.
These messages are self explanatory. If any of the errors listed thus
far occur, the subroutine in which they occur will continue processing.
Before control is transferred to another subroutine, however, the follow-
ing message is printed and the program is aborted through a CALL FERR
statement:
BECAUSE OF THE ERRORS LISTED ABOVE, THE SEA PROGRAM WILL ABORT.
4-15
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The following errors will not cause the program to abort, but may put the
results in error:
*** WARNING *** ON INPUT RECORD x×xx THE ELEMENT NUMBER WAS GIVEN
AS xx, WHICH IS OUT OF ORDER. IT HAS BEEN CHANGED TO xx. THIS
ERROR WAS DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE EPROP.
Element properties are stored in arrays in _he order in which they are
read. If elements are referenced in the joint properties section in any
other order, that is, when they are referenced as one element of a pair,
the results are almost certainly erroneous.
*** WARNING *** ON INPUT RECORD xxxx THE SUB-ELEMENT NUMBER WAS
GIVEN AS xx, WHICH IS OUT OF ORDER. IT SHOULD BE xx. THIS ERROR
WAS DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE EPROP.
Sub-elem.antproperties are not stored in arrays so this is not likely to
result in an error. If other errors occur, this message probably indi-
cates that there are missing or extraneous records.
*** WARNING *** ON INPUT RECORD xxxx, ONE OR BOTH MEMBERS OF THE
ELEMENT PAIR xx AND xx WAS EITHER LESS THAN I OR GREATER THAN xx,
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ELEMENTS. THIS PAIR _ILL BE IGNORED. THIS
ERROR WAS DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE JINPUT.
*** WARNING *** THE ELEMENT PAIR xx AND xx ON INPUT RECORD xxxx
WAS PREVIOUSLY READ ON INPUT RECORD xxxxo THE FIRST VALUES WILL BE
USED. THIS ERROR WAS DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE JINPUT.
*** WARNING *** ON INPUT RECORD xxxx, BOTH ELEMENT NUMBERS WERE
G!VFN AS xx. THEY MUST BE DIFFERENT. THIS RECORD WILL BE IGNORED.
THIS ERROR WAS DISCOVERED BY SUBROUTINE JINPUT.
These errors result in the indicated record being ignored. Whether or
not the results are erroneous depends on whether the indicated record is
necessary to the results.
In addition, data which causes overflow, negative arguments to the square
root functions, etc., will produce ASCII FORTRAN diagnostics.
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AppendixI
SEA PROGRAMFORTRANLISTING
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OF pOOR QUALITY
STATISTICAL (N(RGY ANALTSI$ OF COmPL()l STR_C1UAES
e
RECORD
.. ,;.* • NUIqBl[Iq DATA RIrAO FRQH UNIT 3
',._._'_ ...... ,"'_'_'":'_*"_ "w_*_" 1 NURSER OF (L(N(N"S "- 6
• - _ .J II -,.r_ |
_o_ _-:._.r_,_- O NI_HBER OF ANALYSIS FREeUENCXrS = 23
_" -_'__ _' -- ...... FIRST ANALVSXS Ffl(OU(NCY = 3o]LSO00(*O|
• " TTP( OF OUTPUT : PSO *
" -- -2 [L[N[lIT NLNB(R : 1 i
Nt.flO(R OF SUB-['LFNFNTS : 20
• 41 TTp[OF(XCZTATXON: A
TYPE OF R(CHAN][CAL INPUT :
• OANPIN4 : |,00000[-02
" SLOP[ = 0.
) --- STARTING FR[OU[NCT = Oo _
so_,n PaESSUR(Lrv[Ls !, " s 1.2oooo(.oa ,.22ooo(.o2 ,.2,coc(.o2 1.2,oon(*o2
_' _._"' _:'L.I 0 " ,.,,ooo_.o, ,.3o0oo(.o2 ,.sacoc(.o, ,.z3ouo(.024 1° _4500(* 02 1o35000(*02 1, 35COCEI02 1o ._SO0 m"_*02 I
. - 1.1..50001['02 1o33000('02 1*31C0C(*02 1, ;7000['02 i
..... ! S I. _6000[-02 1. 25000(-02 1.23(0¢(.0_ 10_1000C*0_
1. 19000[-02 1.17000(*02 1.15C0@(-0_ II.
TYPE OF SUOm(L(N(NT z P
orNs][TT 2,61100[-04
:,. . ,. ._.... .; ..._;,_ NOOULUS OF ELASTICITY z lo00000(*01! ...... THI CKN(SS = 30 I0 I00[-42°" AR[A: 2,35670[*04
• POISSONS RATIO : 3e30000[°01
;._ .,, L(NGTH = 0'. /
" PR[SSUA£ z De
•
'.,.. " '_' . ,. _ I STZFFNESS R[DUCTXON REDU][R(D : F tRADIUS z l. |
VOL Ull[ • 0.
"* • SP[£O OF SOUND XN ROOH R[DXUR : 1o_4i10|[*|4
ADDED HASS = Ib.4)9000[°01
• S SUB-EL[N[NT NLqO[ll : 2 )
TYPE OF $US-[L(N[NT z p i
......... O(NSX TY • 20611r 00(*.O4 I
-_ HODULUS OF [LASTICLTV z ]LeOOO00[*O_ "(
;::,....._ • THICKk(SS : ]L,90000[-011
..... AR[A• 2016500(*02 |
: POXSSONS RATI¢ • $.SOOO0['01:" '_:,: • L(NITH " O. I....... PR[ SSUItI[ • 8*
......... : f 9 STIFFNESS N[OUCTIOM R[SU|R[O • F *,
"* • RADIUS : O.
'. VOLUR[ z O*
SPE(O OF SOUND IN NOON R(OIUN z ¢,
• SOO[O NASa • 0.
tO SUe-(L£I(NT ltUlqB£R • S
TYPE OF SUO-(L[N(NT • P
( O(:ISITT z _06110K*lt
NOOULUS OF (LASTICITY • 1000000(*01
" TNI CKN(SS • 9050800['4_
i ( ARIA • 3.31_0K-03
..... Pfll.q.AOkA lliTV¢ = $.311000(-01
|
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LENGTH z Oo
_ PRrSSUR[ = e,
11 STIFFIi(SS REDUCTION REOUIRED s F
RADIUS -- O*
_' VOLUR( z O.
SP([9 OF SGUtlO IN ROON mq(OIUM : Ge
AOO(O HASS : O.
12 SUB-EL(RENT NI, HBFfl : 4
TYPE OF SUB-(LEH(NT z p
DENSITY : 2e 61100T-04
_" flODULUS OF ELASTICITY : 1.00000(407
• Till CKk(SS z _.50000E-01
- AREA z 60g0000(*02
• ,-',' POISSOPdS JATIC = 3,30000£*01
._t L(IEETH = Oo
: { 13 STIFFNESS REOUCTIO_ R(OUIR(O = F
"_ RAOIUS s go
C) VOL_#[ • O.SP[(O OF ,e_ LJNO IN ROON N(DIUfl s (.
RODEO IqAS, • O,
14 SUB-EL[RENT NbHBCR z STYPE OF SUB-(L(N(NT z p
OEPISITT • 2061700(°04
mODULUS OF ELASTICITY • 1000000(*01
Till ClCk(SS z $050000(-02
C polssous ATTIC = 3.30o00(-otL(NGTH z 0
PR[SSUR( • O*
,.., _ 15 STIFFk(SS REDUCTION R(GUIRED : •
'" _ -'.,- ...... AAOIUS s O*
, .: VOt.Ulqt : O.
SP(EO OF SOUND IN AOOSq ;qEOlUM : (.
(' AOO(O #aS5 : O.
11 SUO-EL[M(NT ;It, NOER • k
0 TYP( OF SUB-ELEfl(Nt • •
I ( O(PISltV = 2.61100(-04
; THICKkESS : if.SO 000(,.01
"," '_ AREA z 1. 22815E*05
' POlSSOkS RATIG : 3*)OOOOEoOl
.,_" C LENETI4 z O*PI_(SS_R( : O.
, 11 STIFIrN(SS R(OUCTION II(IJIREO • •
RADIUS • O*
VOLUX[ = e.
$ ..... * " ,,v, SPT(O OF SOUND IN ROON N(OIUN • ¢.
.... AOOEO naSA • O.
TT_( OF SUII-EL(NEiIT • •
- . • O[tJStTV • 2.61100(-04NOOULUS Cmr (LASTICITV • 1.00000[.01
-, _ , '. .... ,"N,. ,_ - , VNICRk(SS • leOOOOK-Ot
........ • AREA z 1.1rqT|O(*03POISSOJ0S RATIO • 3.30000(*|1
L(IqDTH • O,
PR( SS_[ • g.
19 STlPPk(SS ttOUClrtoel RtOUIAED • F
RADIUS • Oo
VoLuq£ • O.
SPt(O OF SOUNO lit ROON N(OIUN z (.
AOO(O NASS • O.
M _J SUD-(L(N(NT li_NO(R • |
TVP( OF SUll-EL(fl[Nlr • P
nTWSITT • ?._tlntW'oat
!
i
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JI THICR;,[SS r. 4.&4000(002
,IR[A • 20846.:1(.03
POXSSONS mATIC z 3o30000(-01
( L[tlSTN z 00
PA(SSUR( z O.
21 ',|TIFFN(SS R(DUCTXO_ It£OJZR(D : FRAOZUS : O.
VOLUME s O.
SP((O OF $OUliO IN ROON fl(OIUIq z C.
_' ADDED MaSS = O,
; . 22 $UB-EL(N[kT lit, lqR(R • |
. TVP( OF SUII-(LrH(NT z p
•:.." -. .... tj;.%,_w_, ; MODULUS OF (L&,STICITY • 1o00000[*01
J ,,,,,,,,,..,,ooo,.o,• " • AREa• 1.,7 2o(.o2"._'.."4"," • ".. '_'',:'_*. POISSONS IIATIC • 3._0000£-01"" L[NGTH z O*
0 PA( SSU/t( : O*
23 $TXFFk($S ItCOUCTIOH R(aUIAED : •
RADZUS • 8*
• VOLU_( # O.
$P((O OF $GUNO XN ROON N(OIU_ : Go
AOO(O HA$S : OR
(_ 24 SUB-EL(WENT N_HBrR : 10
DENSITY z 2°61 100(-04
' " (" NODULES OF rLASTXCIT¥ : XoO0000(*O)
TH][CKk(SS : 5.62000(-01
ARCA • 0.00900(*01
• POXSSONS RATXC • 3.30000(°01
L[klGTH : O,
,! PR($SUR[ • O.
( 25 STIFFNESS REDUCTION II(;IJ|R(O : F
........... _ RADIUS • OeVOLUI*[ • O, _*
( SPE(O OF $OUmO X# ROOn n(OXUM : ¢.
"_'*_. ,'_ I aoo(o NASS =; O.
,...-_._ _; '_
_;:_,J _,',." )_ _i 26 SUB-(L(PI(NT NUlqB[;I : 11_ :_=v ,. ') TVp( OF SUB-[L(Nr_T z pOENSITY • 2o61100[-04
I NOOULUS OF (LASTXCITI' z 1.00000[*0!
,_ 0 Tltl CXk(SS : _!.50000[-01
AREA • lo65_0(*03
POISSOHS RATI¢ • 3.30000(001
0 I.(NGT H • O*
• PRESSUR( z O*
_" "" _rj 27 STIFFR[SS R(OUCTION R[QUIR(O = F
"" " _ • RAOI_S • O.
t
• SP([,I OF SOUNO IN ROON R[DIUM • Co
_"'*" • A00(0 IqiSS • O.
- TYP( OF SUD-EL(N[NY • P
OEWSITV • 2.61100£'04
_OOULUS OF EL&STICITV • 1.00000(*01
T_|C_k($S • .%TS¢00[-01
AREa • S*OOOl_O(* OX
POISSikS RaTIC z 3o300O0['01
L(k;Vlq • O*
STIFIFN(S$ RCOUCT_O_I II(_JXR(O z F
taOXUS • O*a
• VOLU*I( • O.
._prrh A; _rtl;iM liV m_ll_ImNrrt_|j_t • ¢0 t
(
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• _ +..m. • .°
AOOrO MASS:O.l al
• 30 SUB-ELEM[NT flLIqB,T.._ = 13,
TVP[ Of SUB-[LFqrNT m p
D(NSZ TT = 2.61700(-.04dB
g_ MODULUS Of (L,ISTZCZTY : 1.00000£.01
TIAICKN(SS • I.90 000(-01
AR(A = 3oS4160[* 02
91 POISSONS RATIO : 3.30000(-01
L(NGTH : O.
PM(SSUR( : O,
_" 31 STIFFk(SS R(OUCTION R[OUIR_'O : •
RADIUS : O.
VOLUN[ : 0.
.... _ +: _'-!_i,m'_,._;:rl • sP((, oF sou.o I. AOOMnroz_ • C.
"."-_+_+ .7,,,,',_'." | AGO_O MASS • O*
f- _. ...,._-_.._ _ ,,12 SUE-(L(m(MT MUM_rR: 14
DENSITY • 2.61100£-II4
MODULUS OF IrLASTICITlr = 1.00000(40|
-" ,-, ,_tJ_ THICKN(SS z 1.50 O00[-OJL
lR(A • 7..16200(902
POISSONS RAT|C = 3.30000(-01
• L(NSTH : O.
Pt[SSUR( • 0.
0 33 STIFFN(SS R(OUCTIOq q(OJIR(O : •
RADIUS : O.
.*._ SP((D OF SOUND I_ lOOM R(DIUM = ¢.t _ ADD(D MAS : O,
34 SUB-(L(Iq(NT tvbflB(R • 15
TVP( OF SUR-(L(N(NT : P
.............. D[MSITY : 2.61700(-04
MODULUS OF (LASTICITV z 1100000£401!
THICKN[SS : 3.00 000('0]
' ('+ AMi'A = 1o98000[*02
......... _'+ + POISSONS RATIO = $.30|00(-01
Lit MOTH = Oe
PR(SSUR( : O.
_'+'_.;;,_,_ (_'_1' ' 3S RADIUSvoLuM(STIFFiIESS'(OUCT[ON ,(,U|.(O *F•. 0.0"
SP((D OF SOUND IN ROOM M[DIWq : (.
AOO(O MaSS : O.
: • 36 SUB-(L(M(NT NUNB(R : IG
TYP( OF SUB-(L(M(ttT • P
• O(NSI TY : 2.61700(*04MODULUS OF [LASTICITV : 1.00000(,01
_ .:. TNI CKli(SS " 2*50 000["41
&+i;] ,,.,.,.o,,oo,.o,_ • PGlSSCNS RAil( = 3.]0000(-01\ _ L(NETH • O.PI_(SSUA( • O.
•_'_'+ • 37 STIFFid[SS ALOUCTION R[GU|R(D z •
• VOLUR( • 0.
SP((D OF SOUND IN qooN H(DIUH • i.
ADD(D MASS • Oo
( 30 SUD-(L[MCNT kI.MIJ(ll • 11TVP( Of SUB-(L(N(_T s •
O(NSlTT • i.61T00(-04
MODULUS Of (LASTICITY • l•O000d(*O!
( T)*I CJCk(SS = 1.gO 000(_11
AIt(j • leSlSOO(*01
POISSONS RAIIO • 3.30000('.01
• L(NSTN • me
l_21r_bll r • II.
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ORIGIn _ PAGE tS
OF POOH QUALITY
35 ST'FFNESS REDUCTION REQUIRED = F
RADIUS = 0.
VOLUME = De
SPEED OF SOUND ;N ROOM MEDIUM = C.
( ADDED MASS : 0.
40 SUB-ELEMENT NUMHER = la
TYPE OF SUB-ELEMENT = P
Q DENSITY = 2.61700[-04
MODULUS OF [LASTZCITY : ZeOOOOOEeO3
THICKNESS : 2-50000E-01
AREA = le_1800(e01
: PGISSCNS RATZC = 3.30000[-01
* _ LENGTH = O.
"" : _1 STIFFNESS REDUCTION R(QUIRED : F(3: ..o,.:o.( _" ( VOLUME : 0.SP_[O OF SOUND IN ROOM qEDIUM = ¢.ADDED MASS : 0.
• 42 SUB-ELEMENT NLNOER = 19
TYPE OF SUB-ELEME_" : P
• OENSITY : 2.61700[-04MODULUS OF [LAST|CITY = l. GdO00(4Ol
T_|CKkESS : 2.00000E"01
AREA = 1.55250E*D1
• PO|SSONS RATIO = 3.3000d[-01
_'_ (_'I LENGTH = ,.
e
• , ",",. ' '_ 0 PRESSURE: O.
*.;_" _, 43 STIFFNESS REDUCTION REOUIRED = F
RADIUS = O-
"_-'_',"._ _"_ • VOLUME : O.
"" SPEED OF SOUND IN ROOM MEDIUM : C.
ADDED MASS : 0.
_ 44 SUB-EL[RENT NuqHER = 2DTYPE OF SUB-ELENENT = P
.... " ...... '_; D£NSIT¥ = 2.61700[-0_
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY : 1.00000E.0)
THICKNESS = 1.90000E-01
_r -
_ PO[SSONS RATIC : 3.30000E-01,e ' I'_. L[NGTH : 0.
_ PRESSURE = O.
45 STIFFkESS REDUCTION REQUZR[D = TRADIUS = Oo
VOLUHE = O.
( SPEED OF SOUND tN qOOM qEDIUM = Ce
• ADDEDMASS: o.
._, ..;#_ • ,_ ELEMEN,.LNaER:,
_,_;_,i' _ .... TYPE OF EXC|TAT%ON =
_ , ,','i_J._ TYPE OF R[CHAN CAL ZMPUT :
' _1 DA,PIN6 : 1.00000[-02
,_ • SLOPE = -8.30480(-01
.... _," .... , f_,Ik" _ STARTING FREOUENCY = 2°50000£o02
• 47, SUfl-(L(R£_T k_BER : 1TYPE OF SUB-ELEMENT = P
DENSelY : 2.61700£-04
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY : 1e00000(*01
• THICKNESS : 1.90000[-01
APEA : 3o54160E_02
POISSONS RAT_O = 3.30000E'01
LENGTH = 0,
PRESSUR[ = 0-
• 4_ STIFFNESS REDUCTION REQU[R(O : F
RADIUS = 0.
V_l IJNF : 9.
(
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SPEED OF SOUND IN ROOM MEDIUH : C.( ADDEDNASS= 8.60000(-03
49 SUB-(LEPqENT NUMBER : 2
TYPE OF SUB-ELEHENT : P
Q DENSITY = 2o61100E-04
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY : l. O0000E*O;
THICKNESS = 1.50000[ -01
AREA = T, 36000(* 02
PQISSONS RATIC = 3,30000E-01
L[NETH = 9.PRESSURE = O.
: 50 STIFFNESS REDUCTION IIEGjZRED : F
...... t .... ,_-___ RADIUS = O. :
-_ _' _;=1_;:_._ *" 9) VOLt,_*E : O.l
•; _ SPEED OF SOUND [N ROON NED|UH s C.
.. ¶ 51 SUB-ELERENT NLNRgR : 3TVP( OF SUB-ELE ENT = P
_l_ t _ DENSITY = 2,61100[-04- t_ODULUS OF ELASTICITY : leO000O£*O1
Tt4ICKNESS : 2.00 000£-01
• AREA : 1,98000E*02POISSONS RATIO = 3.30000['01
_P_ LENGTH : O*
'_ " PRESSURE = O,
_ ..%. _'-_ _) 52 STIFFNESS REDUCTION REQUIRED
F
_'_'_ RACIUS = O.VOLUH£ = O,
._ , SPEED OF SOUND _[k ROON NEOZUIq = (,
ADDED PqASS : O.
............ •_, ...... -,, _ 53 SUS-ELEIqENT NUNB(R = 4TYPE OF SUB'[L[qENT = P o
,, DENSITY = 2,61100E-04
RODULUS OF ELASTIC]T1' = l. O0000E*Oi
(": THICKNESS = 2.S0 O00E-01
....... '' APEA :: |oOTIO0[*02
POZSSONS RAT]C : 3.30000£-0|
• LENGTH "= O. -
'_'."_ ,r"'_ PRESSURE = ' O.
'{'"_ RADIUS : O.'_.i: % .,_1;' • 54 STIFFNESS REDUCTIO_ REOUIRED : F
VOL UNE : e.
sPEro OF SOUND IN _OOM _EDZUM : I).
• AOOEO N4SS : O.
55 (LEM(NT NIJ_B[R = 3
Nt.MBEP OF SUO-EL[N£NTS : 3
• TYPE OF EXCITATION =
, ,,_,, TYPE OF HECHANICAL INPUT z
"":' DAPqPIN6 : I,O0000E-02; STARTING FREeUENCY = 2,SO000(*02
•-- ,, • 56 SUIJ-[L[P_[NT kl_MdrR : 1TYPE OF SUB-(LENENT : P
., _ • ,,,,._,,_wt._,e_',+.,+ .+,J O(kSITY " _061/00(-04
+ " NOOULUS OF ELAStiCITY : l. OOOOO(*O1
THICKNESS : 6+$0000E'01
AR(A : §,T6500(','Ot
POISSONS RATIC : 3,30000E-OL +
• LENGTH : O*
PRESSURE : Oe
$1 STIFFNESS REDUCTION R(OUIRrD : TRADIUS : O.
VOLUPq( : O.
SP((O OF SOUND IN ROO_ NCDIUM : ¢,
AOD(O MASS • 1044800E-01 *
e_j ._llR*rirNrMT Ni,q_rl t
+
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TYPE OF SUO-ELEHENt : PJk
I DENSITY = 2.61700E*04
t,OI)ULUS OF ELASTICITY : 1,00000(*01
THICKkESS - _.SO COO(-01
AREA = 9*16100E*01
POISSDNS I_ATIC = 3*30000E'01
LENGTH : O*
PRESSURE = O.
59 STIFFNESS REDUCTION REOJZRE_) = T
RADIUS = O,
_' VOLLME = O.
" ', SPEED Of SOUND IN ROOM MEDIUM = (.
• L_-- _ ,' ADDED MASS = O.
""_'%_.'_'_'_/" ! • 60 SUB-ELEMENT NUNtIER = 3
, ,' ,,,_"_",'_" : TYPE OF SUB-ELEMENT = P
""_ MODULUS OF ELASTICITY ": 1,00000£*01':': TIIICKkESS = ?. O0 O00E-01
AR[A = 6.21920(*02
•_'_e_- 0 POISSONS RATIO = 3.300f_0['01
L(NGTH : O.
PRESSURE : 04,
| _) 61 STIFFNESS REDUCTION REOUIREI) = T
RAOIUS = O.
VOLUME = O.
SPEED OF SOUND IN ROOR HEOZUH = C.
..;_; ( 62 ELEMENT NLMBER = 41• .. NUMf] R OF SUB-ELEMENTS = 1
TYPE OF EXCITATION =
(_ TYPt. OF MECHANICAL |NPUT :
.......... ., ................ ,? DAMPING : 1.00000[-02
SLOPE : -_.30460E-01
.,
(_ STARTING FREQUENCY = 2.50000E*02: 63 SUB-ELEPlENT NLflBER : 1
...... !............ "- ','-' "" TYPE OF SUB-ELEM(NI" : P
DENSITY : 2*GllOO[-O4
_-"_ _ MODULUS OF ELASTICITY : |.O0000E*OI
"75:.._ THICKNESS :. _,50000E'01( ,'.','_,._ I _ AREA : 7.05440E.02
',:,_.'" ' '_,_'" _Lb POZSSONS RATIC : 3.30000[-01
LENGTH : 0.
PRESSURE : O.
• £4 STIFFkESS REDUCTION REaUIRED : T
RADIUS : O*
VOLUME = Oe
• SPEED OF SOUND IN ROOM HEOIUH : (.
o .+.'_I ADDED MASS : 2.27000[-02
'_ :'_ I 65 ELEMENT NUMBER = 5;,' , " • NUMBER OF SUB-EL(RENTS : 3
'_ ;/"" (',, _-._F " TYIPE OF £XCITATION =
"" _'_ ! TYPE OF MECHANICAL INPUT :"."'_,_i-" :';"_" " • DARPING : t*O0000(-02
• . _: + + + + SLOPE : -8.30480[-01
"' "_.' ....... STARTING FREQUENCY : 2.50000£*02
££ SUB-ELGIn[MY kLNOER : 1
TYPE OF SUB-ELEMENT : X
DENSI'TY : 2*GllOOE-04
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY : 1.0000Or.O?
THZCKkESS : &,SO O00E-01
APEA : 8. F6300E*O|
( POtSSO_S IIATIC : 3.30000[-01
LENGTH = O*
PRESSbRr : O.m
• £I ST|FFN[SS REDUCTTO_ RE3J|RrO : T
II All Ttl q: = II.
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++ 1
t
t
%_.,ru.._ , I
!
VOLUME O.
SP((D OF SOUND XN NOON N(DIUN = (.
AODED _ASS = JL.$SFgo(*OO
(dB SUB-EL(REfIT NtJMit[R = 2
L TlrP( OF SQB-(L(N(NT : P
D(N$1TY = 2.61FO0(*04
KOOULUS OF (LASTZC|TY z 1.00000(.0| !
_. TH|CKk(SS = .I,50000['01
AR(A = 1.09960('02
POISSOfIS RATIO = 3.30000(-01
L(NGTH = 0.
PR(SSUft( • O*
_,"_-",'_"'_' _ 69 STiFFfI(SS R(OUCTZON R(GUIR(D : TRADIUS = O.
• VOLUN( = O*
"_, ! SP((O OF SOUfIO IN ROOH N[OIUH : C*
_ llO SUB-ELEN(fiT Ni;NB(R • 5
TYP[ OF SUS-(L(H(NT z p
• O(NSZTY : 2.&l TO0[-04
M_I)ULt_S OF (LASTICZTY : 1.,00000(40;
TH|CKA[SS = 1.00 000(-01
• AR(A : 6.F1110(*02
POISSCNS RATIO = 3,30000(-01
L(NGTH : O.
• Pk(SStJR( : o.
',',, ":._'."_" 11 STZ_'FfI(SS R[OUCYION t(li_llR(O : T
( , ,,,oz°s: o.°"
SP((D OF SOUfIl) IN ROOPl ;q(DlUiq : (.
ADD(D HAS$ : O.
O _2 (L(M(NT NLMB(A = 6
• ' " : ...... NL_ALIq OF SUB-(L(NF.NTS z 1_
TYP( OF [XC|TAT|ON "
_' TYPL OF /q(CHANZCAL ZMPUT :
DAMP|N6 = !.00000(-02
SLOP( " -tl.3Oi;lO(-O/
(q STARTZfiG FREOU(NCY : /,SO000(*02
73 SUB'EL(NENT NUIqR(R a_ |
i_ _ :;_ TYP[ OF SUO'(L(N(NT : Pi _ D(N,_ZTY : 2.61/OO(-Oq
MODULUS OF (LASTIC|T¥ • 1_00000(.01
THICKNESS = 5e 00 000('01
0 AR(4 : F. 25_100(* 02
POISSOfiS AAT|C • 3,30000£*01
L(NGTH : O*
O PR(SSUR( z O*
"*_'!t Y4 ST|FFN(SS R(OUCTION REGU|R(O • T
. , _ , RADIUS : O*
*' _q_ :'!, 0 VOLUN( = O.
SP((D OF SOUND IN ROOM qEDIUN _ i_,
AOO(O 14AS_ : 1,30320('00
_ ' O _5 S_I_-(L(R(NT NLMO[fl :
TYP[ OF SUB-(L(N(NT • P
OrNS|T¥ s 2,61700_ -04
O MOOULUS OF ELASTICITY • X.OOOOO(*OT
TH_ CKk[SS • 3, 7S C00(-01
AR(A _ 1. 26600(*02
'* _ POISSONS RATIO : 3m30000('01
L(fIiTH II O*
Pn( $$_R[ : O*
a 16 STIFFN(SS R(DUCT|ON R(O_J;R(O z T
,, RAOIUS : O,
i VOLUN( • O*
+ _I SP((O OF SOUND IN NOON N(Ol_ • (,
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(
CENTI[R HODAL D(NSXllr - NOOF.._/CRADISEC)
FREOCHZJ [LEN[NIT 1 (LCHI:'MT 2 [LEP[NT 3 (L[MCN 'r Q
a, ._leSO 1.011892(..00 1.0Y01_[-02 1. ;09"/2E..0_ 2.,, 65614.[- 03
,Jig,,,3_ l.OH_q?_.O0 L.O9014E,-02 I. ;Qc; l_(-OJ 2.65oL4(-03
50.40 1.0B_92[-00 1.0901_[-02 1. ;057:£_-G_" 2o65&lQ_'-J3
( 63.00 1.0_9 2F..,,,00 1.09014(-02 1. ;0cj7_£-0_ 2.65614(-03
7_.15 1.08892[.00 1.09 014_-02 1. _097_(-0_ 20 65614E.,,03
99,,, 2_ 1.0_92(.00 1 ,,09014(-02 1. ;OcJ lt.[-(:_ 2.6_61_iE-03
C 121.$0 1. 088921[-00 1.0Y014[-02 1. ;OS_".['-Q_ 2.65_,14E-03
', ],5;o_G |oG_214,00 1.09014F.-02 1. ,_091_£-03 2o6S614E-03
',_t_ _t_ _LY6* 45 1.08672('00 1.0:) 014['02 1. ;0971.E-@Z 2t 6'J6 IL4(° 03
• "-- r_ • 212,00 1.0d892['00 1o0Y014)[*02 1."097=.('_3 2,65_14E*03
3ZS_lO |. 08892('00 1.07014('02 1o ;0_;7.=E_-03 2.65611_E-03
'_j_ ;.... .... ,:," _,] 3'3. *5 1-0'892£'00 1.0901'(-02 1. ,02,5[-03 2. 65614(-03:'_ " { ,' • 504,00 0 08R9 _E-00 00901_E-02 0 ; 5]r_.(*@3 ,656 l_lE-03
_!i,_ '_ 630,80 10088¥2(,00 100Y014[002 I o ;llq I'_(-I1:_ 2,65ble(-03jr
76Y,50 1.08872(,00 1.09014[.-02 1. ;857_(003 2.65614E-03
"_ g 992.25 1. 08692(*0G 1-09014(-02 10 ;0_]15(003 2. 65614(-03
.. , ,:_.w 1260.80 1* g687 2('00 1009014(-02 1o ;0c. 1_[-113 2.6S_1_E-03
• 15"i'5.00 1.0,:187 2(*00 1.0901q,[-02 I. ;G_;'/'.(-O_ 2.,6501_(- 03
19_.S0 1.08892(.08 1.09014E-02 1.;097_.(-03 2.6S(_ 1_(-03
_; 2520.00 1. OtiS? 21[*00 |,89014[-82 1. ;0q7=.[*03 2,65614(-83
,' _" • 3150*00 1* 0_07 2('00 1* 09014r'02 1. ;i) S _ ._:[i-83 2.65_|4E'83
3537.50 1.0d_9 2£.00 1.0901_[-02 1.;0_. 1".(-0. _ 2.65614(-03($) ( .,_ ( SC40,00 88 2('08 8 8 '(-02 -: 57=-(-03 , £-03
C(kT(R NODAL DENSXTT - NOO[S/(A_lOISEC)
FRF.O(HZ) (L[H[NT 5 (L[HLNT 6
_.-. .... .._. ....... C_ 31.50 1.32509(-83 3.19266(-03
,, 39.38 1* 32500['0J 3*1526610 83
$0.4C 1.32509£-03 3.19206[-03
" _ &3o00 1. 3250:)1_-03 3.19266[-03
...... _ 78.75 |. 32509[-0.$ 3.19266[-83
" ?S.2_ l,, 32509('03 $. 1_266£- 03
. • 126.0_ 1. 32507[-03 3.19266[-03
_am -,
315o£C 1. 32509[-03 3.19266[-83
393.T5 |. 32_09(-03 3.17266(*0:_
; • 51_. 00 i,. 32507[-03 $.19266r-03
&3C,0@ |, 32505C-03 3.19266(-03
' 7PT.SG 1032509[-03 3.192661[-03
• • 9_202_ 1. 32509E-03 3.192G6(-03
", ,_ , _. 1260.0£ 1.32509[-03 3.lY26br.-03
_ 1575.00 103250g[-03 3.19206[*03
,_ _. • 19L_4.5C L. 32509(-03 $.1_266_.-83
;_520.00 1. 32509£-03• 3.1926_[-83
3150.00 1. 32509[-03 3.192661003
_ .' • 3_I3T.S¢ I032S09(-03 301Y2_6[-03
. ,.'_'_411,M_be,_J so4_.oo t._zso_(-o3 3.s_2s6c-03
@
RECORD
NI,_BI[P DATA qEAD FR)q UNXT 3
Fir FIrRST [L(NENT = |
( $(COND [L(HENT = 2TYP[ OF JOZNT : BJ
klileRrll ('iF _Tfllr; = ,_
1982DOSFI.q1-1 l.r--,
4JOINT L_'kGTH : 1.06100_'*01at-
I THICKNESS OF FIRST EL[N_.NT : 2e50C00(-01
TOCICKMESS OF SECOND ELEMENT : 1,90000E-_!
ACOUSTIC SPACE OENSITY = O.
( BEAM LENGTH = O.
INSERTION LOSS FACTOR = leOOOOO(*02
(. 78 FIRST ELEMENT : |SECOND ELEMENT : 3
: , , TYPE OF JOINT : OJ
NUMBER OF S'[I)[S = 0
_'.r .--, _.- .-.r_,_,_W_.. r JOINT LENGTH = 1.23840E_'02
." ___"'z'_"_"'""*_:"-_'. "_ _ THICKNESS OF F|RST £L(H(NT : 2.SOO00(-O|_! THICKNESS OF S(CONO ELEMENT : 7.00I)OG[-I)I* "";_" ACOUSTIC SPACE DENSITY : O,OEAU LENGTH = OeINSERTION LOSS FACTOR = 1.00000[*02
0 _ FIRST (L(NENT --" 1
"_ SECOND ELEMENT : 4
TYPE OF JOINT = BJ
e NLMRER OF SIDES - O
JOINT L[NGTH : 4.00000[*00
THICKNESS OF FIRST (LEHENT : 2eSOOOO(-Ol
0 THICKN[SS OF SECOND ELEN[NT : 2.50000(-Cl
i_ :'i_ ACOUSTIC SPACE OENSIT, = O.BEAM LENGTH = O-INSECT|ON LOSS FACTOR = le 0000('*'O- )
O0 FIRST EL(MENT = 4
S[COND (LEPENT = 3TYPE OF JOINT = PP
NUMBER OF SIDES : O
'_' (; JOINT LENGTH : 1.61600£*01THICKNESS OF FIRST ELEM_.NT : 7.O0000E-O|
....... '"" '; THICKNESS OF SECOND (LEMENT : 2,,SO000E-GI
ACOUSTIC SPACE DENSITY : Ot
BEAN LLNGTH : O°
f_.;:-_ _,', INSEeTIONLOSSFACTOR= o.
SECOND [LEN(NT = 5
TYP[ OF JOINT = Bd
Nt.MRER OF SLOES : 0
0 JOINT LENGTH = 1.08840[*02
THICKNESS OF FIRST (LEM_NT z 2eSOOOOE-O|
THICKNESS OF SECOND rLEM£NT = T.OOOOOE-G|
0 ACOUSTIC SPACE DENSITY = O.
,' , | BEAM LENGTH = O,
"',.'_'_l__ , ! INSERTION LOSS FACTOR = leOOOOOE','02
* _ SECONO ELEPENT : G
'"' " ':v' TYPE OF JOINT = BJ
._... _ NUNBE_ OF SIO[S : 0
.JOINT L(NGTH : 2,k1500(*02
', THICKN[S$ OF FIRST [LEM[NT : 2.50000[-01
THICKN(S._ OF SECONO ELEMENT : 3.dtSO00[-Ol
ACOUSTIC SPACE DENSII¥ = O,
I_(Ai* LENGTH : O.INSEPTIO)* LOSS FACTOR : 1.00000(*02
II
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